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downloadQ: SQL query based on column value I have a

MySQL database with the following table:
+------+------+------+ | user | s1 | s2 | +------+------+------+ | a |
28 | 25 | | a | 28 | 22 | | a | 31 | 22 | | b | 31 | 12 | | b | 31 | 11
| | c | 32 | 11 | | c | 32 | 11 | | c | 30 | 10 | +------+------+------+
I need to select all users for which I have the highest values
in both s1 and s2 for a specific user. For example, the query

must include only a and b. I use the following query but it
gives me all the rows that have highest values in both s1

and s2: SELECT user, s1, s2 FROM tbl GROUP BY user, s1, s2
ORDER BY s1 DESC, s2 DESC; A: Try This SELECT user FROM

tbl WHERE user IN (SELECT user FROM tbl WHERE s1
IN(SELECT MAX(s1) FROM tbl GROUP BY user) AND s2

IN(SELECT MAX(s2) FROM tbl GROUP BY user)) DEMO Q:
Pronunciation of いたい (little "t" sound) for "want" In my case,

I want English to be pronounced like "Watan", but I don't
want English to be pronounced like "Watan", hence this rule:
(ㄚ) わだ, かわ, わだん, (ㄚ) ほん, ハヨ, (ㄚ) でた Therefore, there are three
words that have a いたい pronunciation: "watà", "watán", and

"watā". My question is this: how does the い c6a93da74d
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